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Modus Furniture International is a leading furniture manufacturer.  Modus furniture is intended for
modern lifestyle and designed to provide premium quality and highest value. Operating in business
right from 1981, Modus Furniture is available at all leading states throughout the United States.
Modus bedroom furniture and Modus bedroom sets stand for value, excellence and service. Some
of the best Modus bedroom sets and Modus nightstands are:

Modus Newport Low Profile Wood Sleigh Bed Set

This Modus bedroom set is constructed from oven-dried Tropical Mahogany wood and has
Cordovan finish. It has two types of models: wood and chrome. Its frames are made from robust
wood and edges are blocked to increase the firmness. Its robust metal fittings provide hardness and
toughness. Inventive modern design, made better by a luxurious wood finish is sure to increase the
beauty of your bedroom.

Modus Santa Barbara Sleigh Bed Set

The Santa Barbara Collection is made available in Tropical Mindi wood and Sable finishes. These
sets look like American Oak and use solid wood to prepare the frames, with the edges blocked to
make them harder. The bed is fitted with a headboard, footboard, rails prepared from wood and
planks.

Modus Riva Espresso Platform Bed

The distinct design characteristic of this bed is its headboard designed in a square cutout model. Its
neat simple lines make it suitable for any modern decor. Made from Tropical Mahogany wood and
Mindi veneers, it is sold in Espresso finish.

Modus Newport Bedroom Set consisting of Platform Bed and Single Drawer Nightstand

The Newport Collection is manufactured by using oven-dried Tropical Mahogany wood and has
Cordovan finishing. It is available in wood as well as chrome models. Frames are made from robust
wood with the edges blocked to provide firmness.

Modus Nevis Espresso Bedroom Set with Platform Bed

The Nevis Collection uses oven-dried Tropical Mahogany woods and Mindi veneers. This modus
bedroom furniture has a headboard, footboard, wooden rails and 14 planks. Due to its simple
design, this bed is ideal for modern living rooms. Its neat lines, chic brushed chrome emphasis and
lightly curved legs make it appealing to urban folk.
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Homefurniture - About Author:
Shop and compare a Steve Silver Dining Tables online at HomeFurnitureSavings.com. Biggest
online store where you can buy Steve Silver furniture at discount prices.
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